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September 11, 1995

Mr. Dennis Rathbun
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Congressional Affairs
Mail Stop 17A3
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Rathbun,

Please find enclosed a copy of a letter I recently received
from a constituent stating his concerns with the NRC granting the
Tennessee Valley Authority a license to operate a nuclear power
plant at Watts Bar.

I would greatly appreciate any information you could provide
in response to his concerns. If you have any questions regarding
this inquiry, please do not hesitate to contact Michele Gabert of
my Washington office at (202) 225-4231.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Member of Congress
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BRIAN PADDOCK
360 ROBERTS HOLLOW LANE

COOKEVILLE, TENNESSEE 38501 SEU v
(615) 268-12938

Conaressman Bart Gcodon 7  92f$9
'03 Cannon Building
Washington D.C. 20515

August 30, 1995

Re: Stopping the nuclear fueling at T.V.A. Watts Bar plant
pending Congressional hearings on T.V.A.

Dear Eart,

It was good to Cak with you after the 19th Amendment
commemorative stamp ceremony at the Cookeville City Hall. I
enjoyed your talk and learned something new about the legislator
of courage who cast the deciding vote for Tennessee's
ratification.

I asked that you write to Gentry Crowell at T.V.A.-and ask
that the Watts Bar plant not be loaded with nuclear fue> It is
my understanding that this is to occur late in September.

TV.; has a 27 Billion dollar debt. We ratepayers are already
Paying this, thanks to more than two decades of T.V.A. infatu-
atio4 with nuclear power. If the Watts Bar plant goes "hot" it
will immediately incur a hugh decommissioning cost which we
ratepayers will also have to bear. It appears that the plant can
never repay its cost of construction if operated with nuclear

~...A. ci iAs otherwise by assuming that the plant will
cDemate more than twice as efficiently as any other nuclear plant
7.VR.A. has! Very unlikely given th- 20 years of building and
"fixing" earlier errors. Would you -C--t on a car that was 20
"ears s1d to run well just because it hadn't ever been driven

Congress will have fewer options to deal with T.V.A. if
,7-tts Bar is fueled. A "hot" Watts Bar can't be solId or converted
to another fuel,

No private energy utility would fuel such a plant today,
knowin-g how expens.iv and unreliable nuclear power has proven to
be. I d!n't have much use for "rv-stor owned" utilities, but

Ithink publicly owned utilities should be bound by. the same real
world economic calculations in times like these.

Please write to Mr. Crowell immediately. I would appreciate
seeing a copy of this reply.

Sincerely

Brian Paddock


